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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 
~or three thousAnd years. the healers of the sick h.ve 
debated the role that the psyche plays in the etiology and the 
pathogenesis of somatic dysfunct1oning. The debate rages on with 
viable arguments on both sides (psychogenesis or straight dise.s8 
approAch). That the debate still exists has afforded this paper 
with a holistic bias•. 
The topic of this paper, psychotherapy of peptio ulcer 
patients, initially has been ooncerned with the current status 
of the aforementioned debate. The body of this practicum will 
discuss the theoretical psychological approaches for the contrQl 
snd/or cure of that di~ease. Finally, it will entertain a new 
approach, Re-evaluation co-counseling. a peer cathartic therapy. 
I~ Psyche or Soma? 
The concept of totality of the body has been vital in 
treating the patient with the peptic ulcer. a diseAse often 
stereotyped as the psychosomatic disorder. Sinoe the alimentary 
tract is 8 system which the mind utilizes with great pred11ict1on 
to relieve its own myriad emotionAl t8nsions. the psyche has 
been 1ncorpo~atad into 3 definition of diseAse. 1 
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Disease 1s the reaction of the organism. as a whole, re­
spond1ng to external or internal stiMuli that seriousl.y '.'lters 
1t. equilibrium.2 ' Thet's il simply no dualism. for every patho­
logical process bas 1ts organic and psychic components. since 
it 1s a product or the psychosomatic unity. Unfortunately, 1n 
Western sooiety, the term psychosoaat1c has negative connotations 
and has there!ore been Avoided somevh.t in medical circles. thus 
adding a~ additional fuel to the heated debate of the role of 
the mind in the disease process. 
Dr. Franl A18xander, the founder of modern psychosomatic 
medioine. in listing the factors of etiological importance 1n 
disease. has supported this holistic view by shoWing a balance 
between the possible somato and psychogenetio factors,3 
a. 	hereditary constitution 
b. 	birth injuries 
c. 	organio diseases of 1nf5noy whieh inerease the 
vulnerability of certain organs 
d. 	nature of infant care (weaning habits, toilet trai­
ning, sleeping arrangements. etc.) 
e. 	aceidental physieal traumatio experiences ot child­
hood and infanoy 
f. 	acoidental emotional traumatic experiences o! child­
hood ard infancy 
g. 	emotional olimate of family and specific per­
sonality traits of parents and siblings. 
h. 	later physical injuries 
i. 	later emotional experiences 1n intimate and occu­
p3tional relationships 
Therefore, only consideration of all these factors and their 
interaction would afford a complete etiological picture of 
any disease. in particular, peptic ulcers. 
Naturally. empirica,l eviden{~e of this p~ychosom8.tic unity 
~~--~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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has been most difiicult due to the bias and training of the 
observer. A recent and reliable study was undertaken by B.l. 
Lewis at Johns Hopkins Hospital and reported in the ffJ ournal 
of the AJ1erican Medical Association." In carefully studying 163 
consecutive patients. Lewis found 4~ had psychogenic disorders 
alone and 27~ had a combination of psychic and somatic pro­
cesses. Therefore 76% of the studied patients were suffering 
totally or in part from an .emotionally determined disease. The 
medical problems of these 163 were predominantly chronic in na­
ture. yet not suffiCiently severe as to require hospitalization.4 
That the mind rules the body~ has been. in spite of its 
neglect by biology and medioine. the most fundamental fact known 
about the p~ooess of lite. 5 Yet treatment for disease such as 
peptio ulcers has generally worked backward from the symptom. 
The sore has been the trouble • so the internist either soothes 
it with an alkalin9 diet or cuts it out or severs the vagus 
nerve which carries the offending meSSAge to the mind. True, 
this may heal the sore itself. b~t the permanent solution has 
been to stop the sequence of events th8t lead up to that 
ulcer1c sore, otherwise the disequilibrium will surface in the 
form or another disellse. i. e. colitis. l't:edicine today would do 
well to take a look at history where. relationship between 
the mind a.nd the somatic disorders have long been known. For 
1nst...nc9. in 640 B.C. Hippocrates was reported to have cured 
King Perdicas of Nacedonia of a gastro-intestinal disorder by 
{..,
the analysis of A dream. u 3Nen the phi.losoph~r Flsto addressed 
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this topic by stating, "For this is the great error o!our 'da,. 
that 'physicians seperat. the soul from the body."? 
It medicine today had followed Plato' swords. there would 
be simultaneous and coordinated use of somatic (physiological. 
Ilnatondeal, pharlllAcological. surgery am dietary) methods am 
concepts on the one hand, am psychological method. and concepts 
on the other. thus creating a psychosomatic method of approach 
to disease,8 Due to the nature of the fie~d or social work, 
this paper will only address the psyohological concepts and 
present a new psychological method to the treatment of peptic 
ulcers, One can only hope that research of this nature will 
soon be ooordinated with the so~t1c methods and research. 
unto~tun~tely. as of this writing, this coordinated approach 
is hardly existent. 
Thus the answer to the "psyche :or soma" question remains 
confused And only the diseased may continue to suffer because 
of the lsck of coordination of the medical fields. 
II. Peptic Ulcer- The Physical and ~i5C8l Aspects 
The term peptic ulcer is a general heading for both gastr1c 
and duodenal ulcers,9 An ulcer is related to the appearance of 
gastric juices which create a lesion when the ulcerating powers 
of the gastric juices (particula.rly hydrochloriC 8ci.d) overpower 
the defense mechanisms of the stomach and duodenum (particu­
larly muC'lS)" 'li'ht:!n left untren ted and with conti nued hyper­
functioning of this are~ of the gastrointestinal tract (hyparse­
cret1~n. hypermotility. and hyperaemj9.). the lesion becomes J1 
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hole in the wall of the stomach. 
The functioning of the stomaoh is controlled by the 
Autonomous nervous systam, a division of the peripheral ner­
vous system via the ...gus nerve • Although its fu.Uoaaan. 
oarried out below conseiousne!s, it is highly integrated into 
the structure and function with the rest of the nervous system. 
It eerves the emotional, unconscious And autonomic needs or ths 
various specialized systems, especially the viscera. These 
needs for expressing distress or exaggerations ot normal function­
ing are converted into characteristic physical signs. 10 
Popular spe80h has recognized the powers of the autonomic 
system 1n such sayings as, "I admired the guts he displayed in 
that act." or "1 cannot stomach that behavior." or "I cannot 
swallow that movie." 8rtl et cetera. 
9rlotions s.re tied to the autonomous system through erxio­
orine glan:is. enzymes ani hormones via the hypothlilmus. The 
teams of :.,atts and Fulton, and Huff -and Shflahan found that when 
the hypothalmus was excited it resulted in the release of g&~tr1c 
juices of the parietal oells in the stoma.ch lini.ng. Opper and 
ZimmerMAn found concomtttant with disaase of the midbrain were 
erosions of the stomach lining.1l After 1.65 observations of 26 
patients (13 of which had ulcers, 13 control). Mittleman. Wolff 
And Scharf12 revenled the following association of affective 
reActions ~HY.l the physl.ological flll'lCt ions of the stomach: 
"Tension, anxiflty. rasentJrjdnt • guilt. obsequi_ousness, 
and desparat:ton already pr9sent t accentuated or irltlUced 
were almost always accompanied ty an increase in hyrlro­
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chloric acid, mucus, and pepsic secretions. Peristaltic 
aetiYity became continuous and contractions increased in 
magnitude. " 
or Davils,l) 205 chronic ulcer patients. 84~ had symptoms 
starting directly after emotional traumatization. 
Hered1t&ry is a180 a factor in the predisposition to pep­
tic ulcer. 14 Bauer found that chronic diseases of the stoaach 
were discoyered three times as frequently in fami11es of patients 
with peptic ulcers than the control. H.H. Rieker,15 1n twin 
studies confirmed the role of hereditary factors. However. H. 
Nech~ler16 has rAised the point that what might be thought of as 
hereditary may be simply eating, rearing and liv1ng habits. How­
ever. the gen~ral ooncensus among the more noteworthy researchers, 
namely Alexander and Dunbar 17. support hereditary as being a 
factor especially when one considers the stomach as being 
weakened by hereditary factors. 
Sex was seen as a factor in ulcers. Prior to 193618 , men 
dominated the disease of ulcers. Today however, both sexes are 
about evenly 5usceptable. The current ratio is 2.8 males to 
1 female. 19 
Ingestion of drugs has also been attributed to the etiology 
of ulcers. "The British Journal of 1-1edicine" has stated that 
50~ ot ulcer pAtients were aleoholics20• One Danish study by 
W. Hojer-Pederson21 has shown 18~ drug addiction in peptic ulcer 
patients. Aspirin addicts were noted as having & high incidence 
of peptic ulcers. 
Thus one begins to sense the multicausality of peptic ulcers. 
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whether it be the 1nbalance of the entire nervous system, hared!­
tary factors. drugs or other diseases of the gastrointest1nal 
tract that weaken the stOMach. The psyohological a.uses will be 
discussed later 1n this seCtion. There 1s simply no single 
causal agent in th& etiology of this syndrom. 22 
statistically, peptic uloers in the United states h&s 
been a wide ~pread phenomenon. It has affected twenty million 
or approximately 10j of the population. Annually it kills ten 
thousand. Operative intervention is necesssry in 15-20% of 
the cases. eventually four million will have surgery.23 From 
1957-1965 therQ was a 40~ 1ncrease in the estimated number of 
persons arrected.24 Mortality rates have been reported AS high 
as 58~.25 
The total eosts due to peptic ulcers nearly exceeded one 
billion dollars in & Rand study done 1n 1960,26 
total disability eosts $463 million 
total d~ath costs $355 million 
total medical costs $186 million 
200,000 per year have been totally disabled tor more th&n one 
week.2? In 1965. peptic ulcers were the twelfth most frequent 
eause of gbsenteelsm and the fifteenth Most frequent cause of 
death. Ulcers have been a frequent subject for humerous inference. 
It clearly deserves More serious attention. 
III. Peptic Ulc&rs- Psychological Factors 
Due to the very nature of th9 hUMan mini. the psychological 
factors involved in peptic ulcers are highly complex and research 
fimings contradictbry. Since the emphasis of this paper is on 
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psychological ooncepts and methods concerning the psychic pro­
cesses involved in peptic ulcers. this p&rticular section will 
deal primarily with recent research into the factors. 
Chronic peptic ulcers are peculiar to one speciesa the 
homo sapiens. and even here does not occur with anY frequency 
until subjected to the influence of civ1li£ation.28 Dr. M. Franz 
has felt that the rise of ulcers in the large cities has been due 
to modern culture disolv1ng mAny existing social structures,29 
SU6sner has't'elt thAt it ha.s been a disease of the beginning of 
urbanisation. 30 stress. however has seemed to be the main theme. 
Fortunately, ulcers have been induced in animals for research 
purposes. In II recent "Scientific American". Weiss31 had devised 
& means of assessing the importance of psychological variables 
apart from the impaot of the physieal stressors on the organism. 
For those rats that could predict the shocks received little ulcer­
ation, Those that could not, did. Therefore, in higher cognitive 
processes, feedback affects bodily stress reactions. 
In another rat experiment, A. Mikhail and H.C. Holland32 have 
found that active rats developed ulcers three times less frequently 
than caged ra.ts. This finding has tended to give Sussner's hypo­
thesis regarding ulcers and the rise of urb3nization some sustenance, 
Psycholo8ic&1 testing has come up with several stereotypes fqr 
ulcer patients. M. Hamilton3) found his experimental group sooring 
higher on the anxiety-guilt and depency scales and lower on the 
obsessional than th.e control. In two seperate studies, one by 
Silverstone and KissingerJ4 • the other by M. Brown at a135 • the 
two research teams concluded that peptic ulcer patients were gen­
r-o- , 
erally passive-aggressive with dependent leanings. In 1956. 
Weiss36 , in a study of the psychodynamics of peptic ulcers 
round confl1cts associated with suppressed resentment, anger, !.r11t 
and fear of helplessness. F.A. JonesJ7 concluded the patients with 
peptio ulcer "have a tendency to worry inwardly." 
In another study, this time of 120 women with ulcers, the 
researchers had found 25% depressed and holding in -their anger and 
1~ cheerful and holding in their anger. 38 Still another team,J9 
concluded that the common emotional factor is a threatened or real 
loss (support, financial or emotional security) leading to depression. 
repressed rage, diffuse anxiety or denial. 
Even the Rorschach test has been util1zed: 40 
88~ of ulcer patients vs 26% of control had passive-oral 
tendencies 
92~ ~f ulcer patients VB 56% of control had fa.ther fear 
92'% of ulcer patients vs 32{ of control had strong repression 
Finally. in a Swedish test, A.I. Steinbaek41 found of 30 patients, 
all had experienced anxiety reactions 1n the last three months 
before seeking medical help for their ulcers. 
From all these findings, one ~~~ht conclude that anxiety has 
been the most indicated mental state.42 It should be noted that 
the typical emotional constellations found in patients suffering 
from ulcers have also been observed in pAtients who do not suffer 
from ulcers, for instance those with ~eart dlse&se.4) 
As strong AS the arguments hAve been for a stereotyped person-· 
sllty, typified by the hard driving axecutive who pushes himself 
too hard, restrains his emotions4.5 and wears his peptic ulcer as 8. 
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badge of sueoass. there Are equally strong arguments that there 
121 no stereotype. Both G.F. aaien 45 aM M.I. Grossman46 ha•• 
shown 4u1te conclusively that peptic ulcers are not restricted to 
any definite age or that any definte personality type or personality 
t~o.l ot peptio uloers have been established. Michael Rutter 
concludes in this manner, 
"It appears clear that in spite of many claims to 
the cont~ary. patients with peptic ulcers do not have a 
specific personality pattern. However, it is probable that 
anxiety traits are commonly associated with the presence of 
peptic ulcer than would be expected.,,47 
All of the aforementioned personality characteristics could 
be categorized under mental dysfunctioning. Here again the 
family has come into the etiological picture. In the "Journal 
of Psychosomatic Medicine". Gerdt 1Nratmark48 has reported that 
78.9~ of his ulcer patients vs. ~~.?% of the control group had 
one or More siblings and/or parents with mental disease. Fathers 
had A great frequency of alcoholism al'd mothers were commonly 
found to be neurotics in the experimental group. 
Thus, due to the pr~sent confusion and the difficulty of de­
fining and measuring psychological aspects of an ulcer, it h~s been 
hard to tell what roles the personality pl~ys in ulcers. It has 
been cons~quently difficult to gstablish A psychotherap'y to treat 
all ulcer patients. It has been th~ belief of this author that 
Re-evaluation co-counseling could well b~ the anSWer to this dilemna. 
This particular thera~J will be discussed at length in a subsequent 
chapter. 
IV. I-resent '!'reatrnerlt fOT I-ept1c [11cers 
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Due to the vagaries of peptic ulcer, particularly when one 
has been trying to appraise the value of any facet of medical 
treatment have been such that dogmatisM on the part of this author 
has b.en avoided. This seotion merely has spoken to the common 
methodes) of treatment utilized by Modern med1cine.49 
Dr. Sequin50 has listed the four basic goals of treatment 
for ulcer patients in order of priority. 
1. Decrease gastric juices 
2. Influence the upper center of nenrovegat1ve control 
3. Act upon neurovegative inbalance 
4. Handle the basic emotional conflicts 
These four goals have been widely accepted in the m$dical field. 
Usually there is little question of when a patient has an ulcer 
for the use of the X-ray and endoscope have brought the accuracy 
of 3 correct diagnosis to greater than 90%. 51 An examination of 
each of the current four goals 1s useful 1n understanding today's 
medical practice. 
1. Decrease gastric juices 
Currently this has been done in three ways: diet, antacids, 
ani X-ray therapy. Since 20 A.D. when C9181.15 prescribed bland diets 
for patients with gastric distress, diet has been the routine re­
commmendation by physicians to their patients with peptic ulcers. 
Tod3Y the diet is termed Sippy after the doctor who created it in 
1915. 52 The essenti81 part of an ulcer has b~~n the frequency of 
meals rather than the type of foo(Lwhich centers around milk pro­
ducts. This diet is questionable for there has been a ~ubsequent 
high incidence of atherosclgros1~ ~nd tho diet itself 1s environ­
mentally fru5tratin~ in iind of it.self, causirlg undesirt:ttle extra 
tension. 54 
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Antacids are the mainstays of therapy.55 All have their 
d~awbacks. Calcium carbonate (Tums) has been the most effective 
but has carried a danger of renal caleul1. Alumint1m hydroxide 
(Msalox) has had the danger of phosphate depletion ~rome or 
silicate stones. Licorice glycose has had the effect of stimula.. ·: 
ting the secretion of protective mucus but has had no effect on 
decreasing gastric secretion. 
X-rays do not reduce acidity, but there has been A danger of 
cancer.56 Peptio ulcer treatment has also been raced with many 
ephemeral cures. One such cure that has been recently popular 
and suddenly unpopul~r, has been the freezing of the stomach 
with -20oC alcohol. 57 Anoth~r has been done on the part of Dr. 
David Sandweiss58 who injected distilled WAter into his patients 
with great enthusiasm for the drug and got & 70% cure rate. Vita­
min A l\as · been also tested for it Maintains the integrity of mucus 
secreting cells. 59 
2. Influence the Autonomous Nervous System 
This portion of the general therapy has usually utilized such 
psychotropic drugs as bromides, barbiturates and the popular anti­
cholinergic drugs. The latter decreases the release of gastric 
juices from the antrum and decres.56s gast!"ic mobil1 ty t but some 
1rrl1v1du91s will develop blurring of vision and dryness of the 
mouth. 60 
Thus th9 common route for an ulcer patient has been a Sippy 
diet, antacids, and anticholinergic drugs. 
J. 	Neuro-vegative irib~l~u'lces 
This has called for sur~ical treatroert. '!tither a hemigastrec­
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tomy which removes 40-6~ of the portion of the stomach which has 
the aoid secreting parietal cells61 • or vagotomy which is a re­
section of th. bundle of nerves that control stomach functioning. 
There has been a greater ohance of death in gastrectomy than 
yagotomy and less recurrence in gastrectomy than vagotomy.62 
Naturally, surgery has done little good without the removal of 
th8 urderlying anxiety. 
4. Handling the basie emotional conflict 
It would appear the extensive application of psychiatric 
treatment has been awaiting a generally accepted theory of ulcer 
oausation. One study \in 1952 showed that 80~ of psychoanalysts 
had had no ulc~r patients.64 Analysis has been of course an 
expensive and lengthy proposition. One thousand hours of analysis 
65has not been unusual for cure. Dr. ~. Palmer treated 400 patients 
with psychotherapy alone, no diet or drugs. 66 JOO were oured, 
95 required further treatment and 5 dropped from therapy. Ap­
parently the time and expense may be worthwhile. 
Another means of handling the conflict has simply been hos­
pitalization. This has indeed removed the patient from his or her 
source of anxiety and has generally healed the sore. However, it 
has been an expensive proeess and upon discharge, the patient must 
return to the original anxiety producing environment. ~edical doc­
tors also have seen their own actions as substitute mothers (i.e. 
milk diet prescriptions) ;\llowing the patient to yield to hi.s 
passive-oral tendencies without nn internal or external struggle. 
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CHAPT~ 2 - THEORIES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL ETIOLOGY 
In the last sixty years, perhaps as many s! one hundred 
theories ooncerning psychological circumstances related to the 
development of peptic ulcers have emerged. They all have shown 
conf11ctual and unconvincing evidence, for research in psycho­
therapy 1s at best a difficult and discouraging endeavor. The 
more respected and followed theories are discussed in this chapter. 
s. Freud 
The fathers of all the aforementioned theories were Joseph 
Breuer and Sigmund Fr9Ud, who in 1936 presented the theory of 
conversion 1n their Studies in Hysteria. 68 Prior to this researeh 
team. the only significant findings came from Pavlov and Darwin. 
Pavlov had shown that st.ress situations produced reactions of a 
highly individualized nature in dogs based on the character and 
experience of that ctl.n1ne.69 Darwin had drawn attention to the 
similarities of humans and animals during flight or fight in regards 
70to heart pulse. blood sugar. respiration and at cetera.
Perhaps with the aforementioned foundation. Freud formulated 
his concf?pt of hysterical convt3rsionl "In hysteria, the unbearable 
idea is rendered innocuous by the quantity of excitation attached 
to it being transmitted into soma bodily form of expression t a pro­
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cess for which I should like to propose the name of conversion,.,71 
H8 had further seen this as a "mysterious leap from the psychic 
into the somatic." Kodern .medicine has taken objection to the 
latter part, feeling that this leap 1s no more JI!1sterious than any 
other motor innervations, such as voluntary movements or expressive , 
movements such AS laughter or wee~ing.72 
lri discussion of this topic, Freud had been very definite on 
two countsc one, that a conversion was a symbolic substitute for 
an unbearable emotion, a kind of physical abreaction or equiva­
lent of an unconscious emotional tension. and two. that all or 
the repressed emotion can be retraced to sexual tension. In 
Studies in Hysteria, Breuer and Freud have cited case after case 
supporting these two hypotheses. though none dealt with ulcers 
specifically .. 
Furthermore, ~reud h~d seen that these substitute innervations 
n~er brought full relief. they were only attempts at relief. The 
remnant tension that was not relieved showed up in a pathological 
condition.?) The important issue. naturally was that the emotional 
tension itself Was partially relieved by the symptom itself. 
Freud has presented a model of cathartic psychotherapy (with 
an overWhelming analytical base) that alledgedly rids the clients 
of not only the remaining tension, but also the tension that 
initially caused the pathological condition. or course, this 
model was dr;tWll from his obssrvation that when emotions were not 
expressed through norma.l charmels by voluntary activity, i.e. rags, 
weeping. that they became a source of chronic psychic and physical 
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disorders. In making an B.n.logy with cathartic and analytical 
psychotherapy with the surgical reaoval of a pus pocket, Freud 
had stAted, "Such an analogy finds its justification not so IftUch 
in the removal of the morbid material as in the production of bet­
rr74ter curative conditions for the- i ssue of the process. 
This paper has assumed that the reader has had an under­
standing of cathArtic and analytic psychotherapy, so it has not 
dealtJwith description of the techniques at this time. However, 
the following chapter dealing with Re-evaluation co-counseling 
has presented 8 discussion of ~reud's techniques relative to co­
counseling. 
F. Alexarrler 
Soon after Freud's clarification of psychosomatic disease, 
the field was entered by Dr. Franz Alexander, whose widely pub­
lished works including the establishment of the ItJournal of Psych­
osoMatic Medicine" have earned him the title of the ftfounder" 
of this field. Alexander took Freud as a starting point in 
creating a second manner besides conversion in which mechanisms of 
75integration may become pathogenic: vegative neurosis. 
Alexander has restricted conversion phenomena as presented by 
Freud to symptoms of the voluntary neuromuscular a~i sensory per­
ceptive systems and differentiated th~m from psychogenic . symptoms 
in the vegetative organ systeMs, those operated by the autonomous 
nervous system explain~d previously. 
Alexander's rationale for this distinction has been that con­
version symptoms w~rt3 substitut.e ~xpressions. a~reactions or unex­
pressed emotional tensions. This m~chan"ism h ,~s bean restricted to 
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the voluntary neuroMUscular or sensory perceptive systems whose 
function has been to relieve and express emotions. An example 
would be paralysis of the larynx of a person who cannot find ex­
pression of rage th~ough yelling, accusing or hitting. On the 
other hAM, Alexander has shown a vegetative neurosis consists 
of s dysfunction of 11 vegetative organ, controlled by the autono­
mic nervous system, not the voluntary neuromuscular system. Thus 
the vegetative symptom is not a substitute expression of the emotion 
but its normal physiological concom1tant~ 
'A lexander has assumed tha t for every emotional state, there 
has been a certain distribution of vegetative innervations. For 
instance, Pavlov found 1n his dogs ~~.t the attitude acco~panYing 
aM preceding food intake and digestion WAS I1ceompanyied by a veg&­
tat1ve tonus. If these emotional states were chronically sustained, 
then the vegetative innervations (i.e. in the stomach - hyper­
motility, pyPerac1dlty, etc.) also became chronic. 
Interestingly enough. Alexander has deemed a peptic ulcer as 
being "neither a conversion symptom nor a vegetative neurosis. In 
some eases it hAS been the somatic end result of a long standing 
n~Jrotic stomach dysfunction, but in itself has nothing whatever 
to do with any emotion. It has not been the symbolic expression 
of a wish or self-punishment. It has b~en a secondary physiological 
end result of a psychogenic functional disturbance, a vegetative 
neurosis of the stomach. u76 
Another of A1ex:tnder's guiding prillciples has be~n that physio­
logic ch8.rlge :lts alf has beanrela.t~d to a particular "emotional 
constellation". For instancl9 the ' st.ated that an ulcer pati.ent is 
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commonly diagnosed as having "frustration of the dependent, help 
seeking, love deman::ling desires". That the patient is further 
characterized AS a dependent person Who must do nothing to lose 
approval of those he is or might be dependent. He ,therefore r84 
strains himself from any show or anger, and consequently inhibits 
expression of his natural feelings and wishes.?? 
utilizing a Freudian framework, Alexander has had the opin­
10n that An ulcer patient has strong oral-receptive tendencies. He 
desires love and security. When a wish is not satisfied. these 
oral cravings become frustrated and that increases gastric secre­
tion. One would think this would also increase oned' ap,et1v~. 
however, AS A.J. Sullivan has pointed out in Personality i~Peptic 
Ulcers 78, there has been no statistically significant gain 1n 
.pf>'etiteot weight in pa.tients with peptic ulcers. 
v.S. Baugh's79 studies have afforded Alexander's guiding prin­
ciple somg substance. ge has found that in repression of emotions. 
the diaphragm dies (arrests), thereby causing mucosa of that area 
(the stomach) to have low vitality and low resistance to increased 
activity from anticipated love or its conditional equivalent - food. 
A third guiding principle of Alexander's in regards to the 
psychoSOM&t1c dimensions of gastrointestinal and other disturbances 
has been the theory of specificity. Alexander and his colleagues 
at the Chicago Psychoanalytic Institute have favored the concept 
that different personality types and thus emotional tension affect 
different specific orgAns. Again, this has related back to his 
holistic assumption that the physiological responses to different 
tensions Are varied, that. cons'3quently. vegetative dysfunctions 
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result from specif1e emotional con~tellations. Thus the symptom 
has only been one part of a neurotic disturbance of that personal­
ity.80 
Therefore, Alexander's general th.or~tical model may be ~- . 
Blpressed in the following terse manner. 
1. 	 All healthy and sick human functions are psychosomatic. 
2. 	 Emotions are always associated with concomitant action 
expressed through a portion of the autonomous nervous 
system and its innervated organs. 
3. 	 For specific emotions there are appropriate concomitant 
vegetative patterns, 
4. 	 Those portions of the anatomy controlled by voluntary 
action are subject to the conversion phenomenon as 
opposed to the autonomic system which falls under the 
category or vegetative neurosis. 
5. 	 ~motlons repressed from overt expression lead to chronic 
tensions, thus intensifying in degree and prolonging the 
concomitant vegetative innervation in time. 
6. 	 The resulting excessive organ innervation leads to dis­
turbance of function which may eventually end in morpho­
logical changes in the tissues. 
F. Dunbar 
Conceurrent with Alexander's publications was Dr. Dunbar's 
Mind and Body82, ~ volume of epic proportions that has covered all 
diseases in an 'annotated bibliographic&l form, She has, however, 
presented h@r brand of A conceptual model. It has been highly 
mechanistic, dealing in variable distribution of energy which has 
often been disturbed rrj internal difficulties preventing adequate 
expression of feelings stirred up by life situations (again Freud~ 
effect on conceptual models). Like Pavlov, she has believed that 
without more direct expressi.on of action, the organ of preparation 
for such action must carry the task of dealing with the resulting 
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tension or Accumulation of energy, discharging it. ~1n dysfunotion 
or suocumbing to it in the form of morphological change and 
wasting it.8) 
More current researehers' have found fault with this short-
circuit theory. Items sueh as the reve.rsab1lity of tissue damage, 
specifioity and the organ as a total psychosomatic process have 
gone without mention in Dr. Dunbar's theoretical presentation.84 
However her aforementioned laws of emotiDnal thermodynamics as 
well as her development of psychological profiles of specific 
disease syndroms still have held weight in setting current research 
directions. 
Much of her inv8st1gations into psychological profiles centered 
on disease of the gastro-intestinal tract. Specif1ally regarding 
peptic ulcers, Dr. Dunbar found the stereotype of the uloer patied 
as being the go-getter was true. However she also found s01l1e 
inter.esting stereotyped psyehodynamics underlying that facade: 
"The ulcer patient in his childhood usually is devoted 
to his mother, and yet he cannot be satisfied with the depen­
dence which that devotion implies. As he grows older, he is 
continually torn between his impulse to lean upon his mother, 
wife, frierrl or employer ani his compulsion to assert his own 
independence. It is his desire to escape from his own fear 
of being 8 clinging vine which causes him to reach out for r~ 
sponsihillty and gives him the appearance of the go-getter ­
and often causes him to climb quite high in the lAdder of worldly 
success. 
There is not in thi s personality the drive to excel 
which characterizes others, the corolmry type for example. The 
ulcer patient's Ambition and activity are merely a cloak for 
his dependent pull. . He wants only to be ~ctive and escape 
from his own suspicion of ir£erioritYI he does not necessarily 
seek to rival others, to c1amb over them, to impress his su­
perior abil!ties upon them. "... 5,. 
Like the research of others& Dr. Dunbar's stereotype, based upon 
years of practice has supported Alexander's argument in that there 
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has been 8. hm,. the dependenc.e-lndependenee conflict, that has a 
natural somatio conoomitant - gastrio irritability. 
H. 	 Wolft 
Harold Wolrf, Whose distinct theoretical position constituted 
a 	speoial position in the field, has borrowed somewhat from Pavlov's' 
86findings. Wolft has pointed out that stresses which affect man 
arise not only from his biological and physical environment, but 
also from threats and symbols of past dangers. from failures and 
frustrations of his needs and aspirations, and from cultursl pres­
sures and rapid social change. 
To these stresses, the body assumes what Wolff has termed a 
"protective reaction pattern. II Innately, humans have created emer­
gency protective patterns, preparing the body for mob1lization by 
giving it extra fuel. When the crisis is offensive, stated Wolfr, 
the stomach prepAres by secreting added gastric juices to digest 
the food or symbolic item that will be consumed after the "kill." 
Along with these body preparations go certain feelings and attitudes, 
which, stemming froM the same needs have the SAMe goals and same 
somatic results. Thus in later life. when one is restimulated by 
a here and now emotional or environmental situation, he or she 
reacts by a patterned physical and psychological response. Thus 
the go-getter busin~ssman is always out for the "killll and conse­
quently develops an ulcer. 
c. Sequin 
In an attempt. to consolidete Wolff. Dunbar. Alexander. aOO 
Freud, Charles Saquil'1 has left !)ut g.ny point3 of controversy from 
thes9 other foul" r~sallrCher5 ard has remained fait-ly middle of the 
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road. He has felt that events that had interfered with natural 
maturation and progress tend to make an individual escape from 
the struggle and take ref'uge in dependence. Unconsciously that 
person would like to become the child whose mother takes eare, 
feeds and protects him. Due to social tenets, he oannot admit 
this to himself and creates a reaction formation, causing him to 
aot over-agressive and independent. If the repressed desire for 
dependence continues, it Will transform (conversion) itself into 
a desire to be fed. The stomach acts as if it is expecting food 
develops An ulcer. To th.e two mechanisms of integration which may 
become pathogenic, namely conversion and vegetative neurosis, 
Sequin adds a third, deSignated as Itsecnnda.ry effect" which ba­
sically is the oulture and patient's own reaction to the disease 
itself. For example, many patients have ulcers that will heal in 
hospital and stay that way despite a return to the same hostile 
environment that caused it. 
F. Deutsch 
Felix Deutsch gained acceptance &5 a vlsble theoretician in 
the field of psychosomatic medic1.ne in 1962 with the publication 
of Sody, ~ind and th~ Senso~, Pathways 88 His thesis has been that 
the reAl or imagined loss of an object leads to symbolization of 
that obj~ct. Som~times. the sansory pathways will reunify with 
the lost object (or symbol) and pl~ce in onto (i.e. skin disease) 
or into parts of the body. This leads to a~ alteration of physio­
logic functions in the body such as ulcers. 
s. 	Lachman 
l~ost recently, psychoso~9.tic disorders have come under the 
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study of behAviorists. most notably Sheldon Lachman. 89 Al­
though most of his presentation has been a r~ording in be­
hav10rial terms of the aforementioned theories, Lachman has pre­
sented a new set of theoretical perspectives collectively termed 
autonomic learning theory. 
The essence of this theory has been that "psychosomatic 
manifestations result from frequent or prolonged or intense 1m­
plieit reactions e11c1ted via stimulation of receptors ,1190 A more' 
simple statement would be that the role of learning of t.he develop­
ment of psychosomatic aberrations is emphasized without minimizing 
the role of genetic or non-genetic predisposing factors. 
Lachman has gone on to divide psychosomatic phenomena into 
three categories I 'rhe first was constructive psychosomatic reactions I 
those efforts on the part of the organism to combat illness or 
disease processes, i.e. the increased blood pressure in those pa­
t1ants with low blood pressure. The second was destructive or 
p&thological psychosomatic react ions. These might be those intense 
physiological changes induced by persistent emotional stimulation 
that are dysfunctional, i.e. a5t~tic attacks. The third and 
last was simply psychosomatic disease; those organic pathologies 
resulting from sustained, repeatad or intense reactions to emotiDnal 
stimulation. In other words. L~chman Was addressing such permanent 
structural damage as ulcers and colitise Furthermore, any structure 
or bodily funotion can be th'! em focus of psychosomatic phenomena. 
but Laohman has stressed. like Al~x8nrler's vef!etative neurosis, 
those that are directly in'nervated and regulated by the &utonomous 
n9rvous system, 
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Since emotions involve the viscera and since the autonomous 
nervous system has been the major mecha.nism for mediating emo­
tional behavior. ard since emotional react1ans may be learned. 
and last, since it has been these reactions, where sufficiently 
1nten$e or sustained Can cause pathology then according to-Lach-
Man, these emotional reactions can be unlearned or eliminated. 
He therefore has proposed as one of the goals of psychotherapy 
for patients with psyohosomatic complaints that the patient learn 
via behavior .lI1odification ~.gri1'l" -acmtcd ::,;; i'I , in so far as possible. 
over his own autonomous nervous system functioning and also the 
emotion arousing situations and conflicts that disrupt the pa­
tient's homeostasis. Also included in Lachmants brand of 
psychotherapy was educAting the patient in the role of emotions 
1n any and in his particular illness and training him to avoid 
or constructively deal with emotional situations or conflicts 
that have operated negatively for him. 
Finally, Lachman has arrived at an equation that represents a 
figure for psychosomatic breakdown. 
Emotiongl activationErI'= 
Biological Assets 
ET refers to breakdown threshold. Emotional activation refers to 
the value (duration, intensity Qnd frequency) of the emotional 
arousal. And biological assets of cmlrse refers to the degree 
of biological strength or resistance to pathology. 
Generally speaking, this for:mu.la has tied all theories of 
psychosOll18.tic disorder in that it represents the holistic 
view. all bi.ologic~l disorders h.ave psychological components 
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am .11 psychological disorders have biological' d1aordmas that 
!llUlt be cona1dered in both diagnosis am treatm.nt, In other 
word.. the bullan OI'ganiall has been a p.yoho-eoo1o-b1o-ph7aloal 
unit. 
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CHAPTER 3 - RE-EVALUATION\ CO-COUNSELING 
This chapter has basn develop8d to present the reader with 
an overview of re-evaluat1on eo-counseling and its possible 
application in the field or psychosomatic medicine. It has done 
so ~ first presenting the basic theoretieal framework, th.n by • 
discussion of how re-evaluation co-counsel1ng might explain 
psychosomatic disease and also by a presentation of the present 
practioe of this p$er oathartic therapy. Furthermore, this 
~pter has compared re-eva1uation co-cousnel1ng to the theories 
presented in the last chapter. a proposed re-evaluat1on co-coun­
seling tor peptic ulcer patients to the therapies popular today. 
and finally proposes further research in this field. 
Theoretical Framework 
The theorY of re-evaluation co-counseling vas originated by 
Harvey Jackins in 1950 arrl in the last decade has been published 
by its mentor in The Human Side of Human Beings.9l This frame­
work has served as a. basis of practice that hRS become increas1ngly 
established in self-help groups in the United states and a dozen 
foreign nations. 
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The theory has essentially three concepts I rationality. 
patterns and discharge. Jackins sees man as inherently having 
the oharacteristics or vast intelligence, zestful enjo,yment or 
1inng and loving, and having a oo-coperative interpersonal re­
lationships. Furthermore, any behaviors other than these thret 
innate oharacteristics is representative of something having 
gone wrong. That something gone wrong, says Jackins, 1s that 
people get ~, either physically or emotionally am this sbuts 
down the flexible human intelligences rationality. This is re­
rlect~ in expressions such· as "seared out of my wits" or "so 
IUd I couldn't think straight." Specifically.• a rational act is 
one exaotly created to suit a new situation, one that is unlike 
any other. 
The oppos1te of a rational response to a new sitUation, the 
theory argues, is a pstterned, repetitive response. One does not 
utilize his rull intelligence by attempting to solve a brand new 
problem or situation with a past response to a similar situation, 
for he is not taking into account the new elements. Addictions, 
panics, and neuroses are extreme examples of patterns. Stage fright, 
the infinite number of phobias. and sex roles are ever,yday examples 
of humans behaving in a patterned manner. He is unaware of any 
dysfunetioning and unable to fully control that situation. 
The theory further presents discharge of emotional distress 
as the cure-all for the removal of patterns and irrational re­
sponses. Hurtful experiences can bo subdivided into six categories 
with six corresponding innate discharge processes. 
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hurts discharge mechanisms 
1. grief crying 
2. tear cold sweat and .haking 
3. anger warm sweat and st"nd~ (tant1'\Uft) 
4. emba!'assment laughter 
5. boredoIl non-repetitive talk 
6. physioal stretching, scratching and yawning 
The theory further postulates that discharge 1s not part 
of the pain ot the hurt as today's culture terds to believe. 
"Don't cry, everything will be OK." or "stop shaking, get a hold 
ot yourself, have one of my valiums, or a stirf drink, etc." Be­
cause sQciety lays so m.ny stlgaas on these discharge processes 
("big boys don't cryl stop crying or I'll rsally g1.e you something 
to cry aboutl young ladies aren1t supposed to show their anger.") 
people establish non-disch&rge patterns, in other words, repress1on­
internal1zation. Furthermore, when discharge is allowed to happen, 
present or previously accumulated distress will be removed. ration­
ality will be restored and the rigid behaviors such as phobias 
will be overcome. 
R.....luat1on co-counseling explanation of psychosomatic disease 
Re-svaluation co-counseling theory, though it does not deal 
specifically with psychosomatic disease, might well explain this 
phenomena in the following manner. As was mentioned previously. 
When one experiences physical (tension or injury) or emotional 
hurt, the flexible intelligence ceases to function. All inputs 
to the mind, whether internal or external, during these trauma! 
are mistored unless discharge frees the storage mechanism. This 
mistorage can show up at any point in the body. Re-evaluation­
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co-counsel1ng theory would go onto explain that discharge would 
deorease and eventually cure the physical sign of mistorage. For 
those that have experiene.ed discharge ~r a heavier level of hurt 
such -as fear. anger or grief. they recall a sense of physical well 
being. ObviouslY. this parallels the theories of Wolff and 
DunbAJ-. 
Present application of theory 
The praotice of re-evaluation co-counseling involves re­
covering through removal of internal and external impediments 
and utilizing the natural discharge process. In the classes, 
students are trained to be sufficiently present for their clients 
so that he will feel safe to discharge. This entails being 
an attentive and supportive listener. one who refrains from ma­
king interpretations. evaluations. criticisms. comparisons and 
giving advise. The counselors are also trained to break those 
internal impediments to discharge, control patterns (i.e. the 
grown man who is unable to ory b@ca.use he WAS reared on maintaining 
a stiff upper lip). 
Meeting outside of class, two students take turns counseling 
and being counseled. The one acting as oounselor listens. draws 
the other out eM permits, encour~ges and assists emotional discharge. 
The one acting as client gets in touch with the hurts, past and 
present, dischArges snd consequently re-evBluates the stressful 
situation. With ~rowing experiance, confidence ~nd trust. the 
process works increasingly better4 
Thus one sees that the practice of r~-evaluat1on co-counseling 
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does fill the mental health needs of America in th&t it is inex­
pensive. requires minimAl facilities and training. is applicable 
to all ages, sexes, races and nationalities and 1s readily ava11­
8.ble. 
Comparison with other theories 
Although Harvey Jackins (a math major) had minimal knowledge 
of psychological theory. his re-evaluat1on co-counseling theory 
does have many similarities with the theories discussed in Chap-
tar 2. The following discussion has de~lt solely with theory, 
not practice, for this hS8 been discussed in a later portion of 
this chapter. 
Anna Freud spoke of Sigmund Freud's belief that the cathartic 
92
method 8 s he used it led to a "restored nervous system". This 
restoration, thought Freud. would prevent the 'mysterious leap 
from the psychic into the somatic." in other words, conversion phe­
nomena. He had felt that there would be no need for a symbolic 
substitution of an unbearable emotion if that emotion were. in 
re-evaluation terms. discharged. Freud thus had relied heavily 
on catharsis, seeing it both as a symptomatic and causal therapy.9J 
Alexander has disa~reed somewhat with the values of catharsis, 
seeing w9sping as haVing no ut1l1ty.94 He has seen psychosomatic 
disease such as hypertension arising not from repressed but unex­
pressed emotions. Re-evaluation co-counseling would say that both 
cause pathology. However. Alexander has not seen Freud's conversion 
80S valuable. 
"One of the most important discoveries of Freud was that when 
emotion cannot he expressed ~uyj relieved through normal channels 
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by voluntary activity, it may become the source of chronic 
pseyhio And physicil disorders. Whenever emotions are 
repressed because of psychic conflicts - that is to say, 
excluded trom consoiousness and thus cut off from adequate 
discharge - th~ provide the souroe ot ~~ron1c tension which 
is the cause of the hysterical symptoms. 1I95 
Regarding the peptic uloer stereotype. Dunbar has stated. 
"The ulcer patient's trouble is that he seldom realizes the 
true state of his emotions. 1t She also has seen that when the 
person struggling with such conflicts as dependency-independency 
has brought the essential conflict to the surface of their mind 
and has began to grapple with it intelligently. then the ulcer 
will come under control. In other words, in re-evaluation 
language, the person gets hurt, deals with it in the innate 
96disch:lrge manner and feels better. 
Many other psychosomatic researchers have unknowingly 
supported re-evaluation theor,y. For instance. I. J. Sharvon9? 
has seen that abreaction AS a release and relief of affect at the 
revival and reliving with intensity of a past traumatic event 
whether forgotten or remembered leads to a lessening of tension, 
8. breaking up of abnormal patterns, uncovering of other repressed 
or for~otten materiAl and facilitation of transference. Sharvon 
has differed from re-evaluation pr8.ctice in that he utilized 
drugs to break through the chronic control patterns. whereas 
re-evaluation co-counseling utilizes what 1s termed. a "spectrum 
of techniques." Furthermore. Sha rvcn has done nothing for his 
clients 1n removing the guilt or tlnxiety that stem from such 
control patterns ns "big boys don't ery." 
I.\.T. HarriB9P.. in his study of depressed womeTl has found that 
8 
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the~e is a close correlation between inablity to express feelings 
of resentment an::l somatic dystunctioning. He further has supported 
the pattern concept of re-evaluation co-counseling by stating 
that the perception of stress depends on the constitutional. 
endowment and previous experiences of the individual. HoreoYer, 
he has stated, "A feeling of good health 1s dependent upon 
gratification of basic needs and upon anabillty to dischar~e: 
an~er externally 3M rather completely. ,,99 
Greenscre,lOO from the psychological studies of children. 
has found that the early polymorphous discharge of tension leaves 
these chAnnels avsilsble for discharge in later life. Then, during 
periods of heightened anxiety, frustration and danger, the flow 
of activity is condueted over old channels reviving the overflow 
responses of early life;th.~erore breaking patterns of control 
before they become chronic. 
J.B. Kirsner in his research on duodenal ulcers has shown 
that the removal of a source of irritation plus encouragement 
to express anger, frustration, resentment and tension may be 
more helpful than drugs in th e control of ulcers. 
Finally. Percival syrnoms 102 • in a study of successful 
psychotherapy in 68 cases, has found "59 followed abreactions, 
7 followed interpretations by the therapist and 2 were related to 
change in peroeption which ~~y or may not have been caused by 
the therapist's comments." He has gor.e on to say th8t. "It 
is quite possible that in the 9 cases in which the chang~s appar­
ently followed the th6r~pist's interpratation or were related to 
changes in the clientts perception. the changes Actually followed 
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an abrea.ction that was not noted or recorded by the therapist, 
and it is possible that the abreaction might not even have been 
obsenablabut might have been more in the nature of an internal 
ruction. II 
Symonds even hAS paralleled the re-evaluat1on eo-counseling 
concepts of free attention as a necessity for discharge ("Insight 
I") and re-evaluAtion ot a distressful event of the past (flInsight 
II"). Synionds has stated. "Before abreaction can take plaoe. the 
client must p~ree1ve the situation 1n a different way than he 1s 
accustomed to perceiving it. thAt is non-threatening. (note I 
what re-evaluation terms balance of attention, which is a balanc. 
between the awareness of the here and now with the therapist 
and the heaviness of the client's material) ••• Insight II depends 
upon a preeeding 3,bl"€1Action which reduces tension, removes threats, 
And makes the ch8n ~ e in perception possible. Insight II paves 
the way for further ureact10n (notel what re-svaluatlon therapy 
terms breaking of control patterns) which helps the therapeutic 
process to proceed until the therapeutic goal is reached." It 
would seem therefore, that both Symonds data ar~ his interpretations 
support the practice of r8-evaluatio~ co-counseling psychoth,rapy 
for those clients with psYChOSOM8tic disease. 
Proposed R~-evp.lua~Co-eounseling for Pe~t1c Ulcer Pati .~ 
Due to the fact th~.t re ,·svnluation co- ... ounse11nt h!ls bee ;:, 
te~ted and perfected over the pa st twenty ye~rs in thousands of 
cases in nearly a hurrlred sepe:rate communities, this author has 
found attempt.s t.·o Cha.ng9 the pr~5ent structure of r e-evaluation 
co-counselin~ ummrt.hwhil e. The Slemf)r~ary Counselo ~ 3 '1anual 
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has p~elented • concise guide to the do's and don't's in the 
art or being both. client and co-counselor. IO; This handbook 
combined vith el.entary classes in co-coun.eli~ can afford 
virtually any lay person the ability to counsel aM be oounselled 
by • person with peptic ulcers, with little expense and theoret1­
oal1y - maximum efficacy. 
In normal organization or groups. therapists attempt to 
haY8 group composition of like people. tor instance obesity, 
adolescent, cancer or married couples groups. It is suggested 
that this not be the case for a class in re-evaluation co-coun­
seling for people with peptic ulcers. Since these olasses have 
been tor class members to re-evaluat9 their own material where 
the teacher plays only A minor role as therapist (per se). then 
the ulcer patients would only feed into each other's pstterns 
rather than breaking that pattern (1.e. control pattern or re­
pression of emotion). Therefore, if anY ulcer patient found him­
self in a mixed group, he would have a high chAnee of getting 
a co-eouns~lor who would perceive that pattern and aid that client 
in breAKing it. One must be aware in co-counseling that & pattern, 
like a dl'Ug addiction. will fight orf all attempts to cure that 
pattern or addiction. 
Therefore the proposed trest!Tl9nt for peptic ulcer patients 
utilizing re-evaluation eo-counselirlg differs in no way from the 
status quo use of this therapy a s outlined in the ElementAry Coun­
selors f.Anual. Also, the Spring iS$.1e of the ,/ournal of Humanistic 
Psychol~ (1972 ) has presented two ~xeell(;)nt articles by Dr. 
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Thomas Scheff 104 lld Dr. Berne.rd ~ orners l05 dealing with r e-evalua­
ton co-counseling. Both have affordJd a terse out l ine of t his 
therllpy. 
CompArison of Re-evaluation Co-counseling and other treatments 
Contemporary psychoanalysts stress interpretation and 
insight and tend to disregard catharsls. 106 They believe that 
Freud and Breuer 107 tried cath~rtic therapy and found it wanting. 
In his work. ~-reud did indeed see abreaction as affording only 
temporary relief from somatic dysfunctioMl sysmptoms. From 
the re-evaluation counseling perspective, this w~s due to the 
incompleteness of Freud's methods. 
In treAting his pRtients, Freud, as in re-evaluation co­
counseling, aided them in getting in touch with a traumatic event. 
Cure. he felt. came "with appropriate Affect,.The patient is, as 
it were, getting rid of it by turning it into words. i'he patient 
only gets free from hysterical symptom by reproduci ng the patho­
genic impressions that caused it by giving utterance to them with 
8 n expression of Affect. II Therefore. h e and re-evaluation t herapy 
both consider verbalization of a trauma as essential. however , 
the l~tter would 5 e that words qre a trigger for the discharge 
of emotions , ~ot an end in itself4 As wa s ~ forementioned. patterns 
such as those I.Ilssnc1nted wi t h pept.in ul~ En· c.: . ar e driv n by a great 
reservoir of ~otion~l distre!s, distress requiri. g t ens or even 
hundreds of hot r s of d,lscha rgfJ . 10H 
From this point of vi aw, th '!!n. ! ~ wou11 S 138m t.h t Freud and 
thos13 therapi s ts who h.avlq fo l ow hi., m del hrave been only 
skimmlrHy, tht! surf ·sc~ of the l"w+:.onal di s~r ~ s5 of their cli ents4 
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Re-evaluation co-counseling sees Freud as further erring in 
encouraging the patient to forget the trauma that he had dis­
cussed, thus leaving the material still undischarged and pro­
bably recidivistic. 
In A footnote to his discussion of the technique of ab­
reliction of ..rrettrs (discharge). Freud had stated tIl - once l ..rnt 
to ~ surprise that an abreaction of arrears of this kind can form 
the subject of an otherwise puzzling neurosis. ,,109 He continued 
by describing 8. case in which the patient cried continuously under 
hypnosis. He th~n went on to say that the depression from which 
she was suffering left, bringing himself what he ironically termed 
"credit of a great th~r8p-eutic success by hyPnosi~!hlt when in 
aotuality he was allOwing the innste discharge mechanisms to 
operate. 
Thus the central error made by Freud 3nd his contemporary 
followers h~s been to focus on the verbal aspect of the cathartic 
experience. elicit discharge but then interfere with the very 
discharge process they had elicited by interpretation and steering 
the client to verbalization of feelings. A secondary error ae­
co~1ng to r~-evaluatlon counseling w~uld be thAt the psycho­
analytic therapist interprets the patient's own material for him 
or her in An authoritarian positian. rather than allowing the 
client to gain sufficient free attention via discharge to re­
eVl.lluate his or her OWl'l material by himself or herself .. 
Re-evaluation counseling differs !~reatly from tb~ behavior­
ist' 5 approach.. BehavIoristic techniques do not ta ke irlto account 
th., re-evAltllticn courlsl!llin~ t.er.ets of m.qn's nature. rather treat 
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un as a progrAllUfted maeh1ne , ts only change the r t ' 
81gne of • pattern and like an iceberg leave the great majority of 
the pattern untouched, only to resurface l~ter in another psycho­
somatic pathology. However, b.hivior mod~fieation is used tacitly 
in re-evaluat1on classes where clients who dieeharge are given 
strokes for that act. On the other hand, behaviorists would 
have to admit that non-dlscharge due to control patterns is also 
treated with warmth. 
Another in-vogue therapy that alsu deals with catharsis 
has been that of Arthur Janov's uPrimal Scream" therapy.ll0 
Although emphasis 1s on screaming. JAnov has recognized other 
forms of discharge: "No two prima,ls are alike even for the same 
person. Thsre are angry and vil"llent ones. feRrful ones t and 
quiet And SAd ones, lJhatever form l .t tllkes. the thera.py is 
1118,imed at old unresolved feelil\1;s." 
But lik~ Freud, JAnov has made t he error of cut ting off 
d1sch;)rge. "1 begs.n to cry mora an Janov waited and th~n said, 
•say what you're feeling, don't cry i t away.' I stopped crying 
112
eventually and grew quieU' 
Thomas Scherr11) has se~n two fundamental differences in the 
approaches between re-evalllAtion 9.nd Primal Scream. In the former 
therapy, the olient is in cherge And therefor~ is allowed to go 
at his own p~ce and not b~ forc~ into areas for which h~ is not 
ready. In ~rimal Scre.~ . th ~ ther~ · 15t is cl eArly In an author­
ative positiotl a.m uses c'.)nsi dernbla force Rr.d coer ... ion to meat 
the therapi s t ' 5 expectat i onS' It 
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The second difterence 11es in Janov's opinion thAt the de­
tenses oonsiitute a system which must be overthrown all at once. 
Re-eraluation co-counseli~ makes a contrary assumption that pat­
te~s constitute systems that may be breached one at a tiMe. 80 
that the therapy can be s.en as a protracted , gradual and relatively. 
undisruptive process. 
This paper will not attempt to deal with transactional 
am.lysis. However, from what this author has seen ot this therapy. 
it does share the humanistic characteristic of re-evaluation 
eo-counseling, but the therapist, not the client, is again 1n 
charge. 
Proposed research 
As in any research into a psychotherapy approach to the cure 
of peptic ulcers, conclusions are at best guarded due to the highly 
individualized character of therapy. Treatment of patients With 
peptic ulcers by re-evaluat1on co-counseling would. however, 
provide "cleaner" research due to the commonality 1n the practice 
of it. 
SOMe variables that might be tested would be plaCing several 
similar cases 1n re-evaluation. behavior modification. psycho­
analytiC or primal therapies and compare cure rates. Added 
racto~s might be using or not using ~ntacids, psychotropic drugs 
or surgery. 
Finally, it would be interesting to mf!a5Ure stomach activity 
during emotional discharge. As was mentioned in the first chapter, 
this has been done with the me3SUrell1ent of acidity or motility of 
stomachs of patients 1n stress s1tuAtions fi but never while discharging. 
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CHAPT~ 4 - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
This paper has served to discuss the present status of 
psychosomatic disease, specifically peptic ulcers and the the 
psyohotherapies for them. specifically introducing Re-evaluation 
co-counseling into this field as a viable. inexpensive. human­
istic alternative. In a disease such as peptic ulee·rs that is 
plagued by ephemeral and vogue cures, one looks very carefully 
at any innovation. Re-evaluation co-counseling comes to this 
field and brings with it compassion, a significant theor,y and 
successful methods at achieving control of th e hurts that might 
lead to peptic ulcers. 
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